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A first look at the topic

LAUD, March, 2010

Non-metonymic vs. metonymic usage of a capital name:

(1) 一名许姓乘客从台北赶来，他说自己是铁路迷。

A passenger named Xu came from Taipei, and he said he was a fan of railway. 

(2) 12月29日，北京某商场，前来选购虎玩具的顾客络绎不绝。

On December 29th, in a supermarket of Beijing, an endless stream of people went to 

buy toy tigers.

(3) 台北市本周宣布启动社子岛开发计划。

Taipei announced the start-up plans for developing Shezi Dao this week.

(4) 2004年，北京对全市城市雕塑普查。

Beijing made a general investigation to its urban sculpture in 2004.
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Theoretical background

LAUD, March, 2010

Rich tradition in research on metonymy in Cognitive Lingusitics

Metonymy: defined in CL as "a cognitive process"

(Radden&Kövecses 1999; Panther&Thornburg 2008;etc.)

Beijing

(source 

concept)

Chinese government

(target

concept)

Locative relationship

(contiguity) 

mental access

Research on metonymy in CL mostly focuses on:

→ definition of metonymy

→ clarification of metonymy from metaphor
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Research on metonymy regarding capital names:

Brdar (2006); Brdar & Brdar-Szabó(2009): cross-linguistic comparison of use of 

CAPITAL FOR GOVERNMENT

→ claim1: metonymies are highly topical elements-its subject function is by 

far the most important one

→ claim2: interaction of RELATIONSHIP IS PROXIMITY

→ claim3: metonymically used names of capitals are unevenly distributed in 

the Croatian and Hungarian sub-corpora, generally quite unlike in English and 

German.

→ claim4: metonymic capital names have the function of managing general 

topic continuity in discourse
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Also inspired by recent research in Cognitive Socialinguistics, which 

investigates the socio-cognitive dimensions of language at a usage-

based level (Kristiansen & Dirven 2008; Geeraerts, Kristiansen & Peirsman 2010), 

this study is to:

→ identify factors that influence the choice of metonymic versus non-

metonymic usage of a capital name (incorporation of social variation)

o semantic / encyclopedic factors

o lectal factors

o discursive factors
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Dataset: a self-built news corpus

→ Two language varieties

Mainland Chinese (MC)   vs. Taiwan Chinese (TC)

→ Five newspapers

United Daily News

People's Daily                  United Evening News

Economy Daily News

Upaper

→ Time period

Nov.2009-Jan.2010           Dec.2009-Jan.2010 

(77days)                               (30 days)
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Manual filtering

→ Removal of spurious hits

→ Removal of news leads

e.g …..XX reported from Paris.

→ Removal of address / part of a proper noun 

e.g.

a. No. 11-B1, Songshou Road, Taipei.

b. Beijing Forestry University  (part of a proper noun)

c. Beijing Tsinghua University (simple modifier)
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Before manual filtering

3572 articles; 16658 observations

125 capitals

After manual filtering

1633 articles; 7857 observations

119 capitals
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The response variable Meto

Possible values:

yes (769 cases)

no (7088 cases)

Meaning: metonymic vs. non-metonymic capital name

Assignment of values: manual encoding
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PreMetoNo_cat; Country; Locus
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(1) Semantic / encyclopedic factors

The predictor variable Anim

Possible values:

irrelevant (6929 cases)

no (400 cases)

yes (528 cases)

Meaning: animacy of predicate of main clause or subject-predicate 

phrase (yes or no); when a capital name is non-subject, the value is 

assigned irrelevant .

Assignment of values: manual encoding
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irrelevant (6929 cases)

no (400 cases)

yes (528 cases)

Meaning: animacy of predicate of main clause or subject-predicate 

phrase (yes or no); when a capital name is non-subject, the value is 

assigned irrelevant .

Assignment of values: manual encoding

北京已表明准备允许外资企业在中国挂牌的态度。

Beijing has demonstrated that it plans to allow 

overseas-funded enterprises start their 

business in China.
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(1) Semantic / encyclopedic factors

The predictor variable Topic

Possible values:

business and economics (1954 cases); politics (1409 cases)

culture and living (400 cases); sports (342 cases)

military issues (528 cases); social issues (1999 cases)

science and education (287 cases); other (140 cases)

Meaning: topic of the article

Assignment of values: automatic encoding and manual checking
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(1) Semantic / encyclopedic factors

The predictor variable Cap_group

Possible values:

self (4763 cases); gpb (696 cases) 

friend (980 cases); indif (997 cases)

neighbor (275 cases); warzone (146 cases)

Meaning: capital groups

Assignment of values: manual encoding (consulting opinion polls by 

Global Times in 2009)
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The predictor variable
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(2)  Lectal factors

The predictor variable LangVar

Possible values:

MC (3346)

TC (4511)

Meaning: language variety

Assignment of values: automatically encoding
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The predictor variable Juxta_meto

Possible values:

irrelevant (6746 cases)

no (952 cases)

yes (159 cases)

Meaning: metonymic vs. non-metonymic usage of a juxtaposed place 

name (yes or no); when no juxtaposed place name, the value is 

assigned irrelevant .

Assignment of values: manual encoding
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no (952 cases)

yes (159 cases)

Meaning: metonymic vs. non-metonymic usage of a juxtaposed place 

name (yes or no); when no juxtaposed place name, the value is 

assigned irrelevant .

Assignment of values: manual encoding

北京得看懂，台北也得看懂，否则容易擦枪走火。

Beijing has to understand; Taipei has to 

understand as well. Otherwise, there will be an 

accidental firing.
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(3) Discursive factors

The predictor variable Title_meto

Possible values:

irrelevant (6727 cases)

no (812 cases)

yes (318 cases)

Meaning: the article title is with a metonymic or non-metonymic capital 

name (yes or no); when there is no capital name in the title or the 

observation itself is the article title, the value is assigned irrelevant.

Assignment of values: manual encoding
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(3) Discursive factors

The predictor variable PreMetoNo_cat

Possible values:

A (7170 cases)-PreMetoNo is 0

B (506 cases)-PreMetoNo is 1-2

C (112 cases)-PreMetoNo is 3-5

D (69 cases)-PreMetoNo is more than 5

Meaning: recoded value for frequency of preceding metonymic capital in 

question (excluding the article title)

Assignment of values: manual encoding
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The predictor variable Country

Possible values:

no (6718 cases)

dualrole (720 cases)

yes (419 cases)

Meaning: with or without its country name as a pre-modifier of the capital 

name (yes or no); capital name and its country are identical (dualrole).

Assignment of values: manual encoding
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Possible values:

no (6718 cases)

dualrole (720 cases)

yes (419 cases)

Meaning: with or without its country name as a pre-modifier of the capital 

name (yes or no); capital name and its country are identical (dualrole).

Assignment of values: manual encoding

11月9日，阿富汗喀布尔，建筑工人在建造防爆墙。

On November 9th, the builder were constructing 

the explosion-proof wall in Kabul, Afghanistan.
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(3) Discursive factors

The predictor variable Locus

Possible values:

Main text (7523 cases)

Title (334 cases)

Meaning: location of the observation, from the main text or title

Assignment of values: automatically encoding



Design of the study

The response variable

→ Semantic phenomenon / cognitive mechanism Meto

The predictors

→ Factors Predictors Claims Key words in the claim

Semantic / 
encyclopedic 

factors

Anim Claim 1 subject function

Cap_group Claim 2
RELATIONSHIP IS 

PROXIMITY

Topic - -

Lectal factors LangVar Claim 3+social variation languae varieties

Discursive 
factors

Juxta_meto Claim 4 topic continuity 

Title_meto Claim 4
topic continuity 

PreMetoNo_cat Claim 4
topic continuity 

Country - -

Locus - -
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Analysis and interpretation
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→ Semantic / encyclopedic factors

Predictors
Estimate(positive is pro‘Meto=yes’) and p-values

for model with main effects and two-way 
interaction

(Intercept) -5.13727 (p < 0.001)
Anim[T.no] 1.07069 (p < 0.001)
Anim[T.yes] 7.76804 (p < 0.001)

Topic[T.business and economics] -1.29942 (p < 0.001)

Topic[T.culture and living] -2.42856 (p < 0.001)

Topic[T.military issues] -2.82875 (p = 0.065)
Topic[T.other] -1.46242 (p = 0.151)

Topic[T.science and education] -1.82401 (p < 0.001)

Topic[T.social issues] -2.032 (p < 0.001)
Topic[T.sports] -0.24827 (p = 0.377)
Cap_group[T.self] -1.18831 (p < 0.001)
Cap_group[T.indif] 0.49695 (p = 0.048)
Cap_group[T.neighbor] -1.1141 (p = 0.052)
Cap_group[T.friend] -1.84749 (p < 0.001)
Cap_group[T.warzone] -1.32898 (p = 0.050)
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Cap_group[T.warzone] -1.32898 (p = 0.050)

Reference level: 
politics
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→ Lectal factors

Predictors
Estimate(positive is pro‘Meto=yes’) and p-values

for model with main effects and two-way 
interaction

(Intercept) -5.13727 (p < 0.001)

LangVar[T.TC] 0.80663 (p < 0.001)
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Predictors
Estimate(positive is pro‘Meto=yes’) and

p-values for model with main effects 
and two-way interaction

(Intercept) -5.13727 (p < 0.001)

Juxta_meto[T.irrelevant] 3.47468 (p < 0.001)

Juxta_meto[T.yes] 10.58712 (p < 0.001)

PreMetoNo_exTitle_cat.ch1 0.84445 (p < 0.001)

PreMetoNo_exTitle_cat.ch2 0.1802 (p = 0.222)

PreMetoNo_exTitle_cat.ch3 0.31978 (p = 0.007)

Title_meto[T.irrelevant] 0.44409 (p = 0.143)

Title_meto[T.yes] 1.65464 (p < 0.001)

Country[T.dualrole] -0.00598 (p = 0.988)

Country[T.yes] -2.9773 (p < 0.001)

Locus[T.Title] 1.08401 (p < 0.001)

→ Discursive factors
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Reference level:
Main Text
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Predictors
Estimate(positive is pro‘Meto=yes’) and p-values

for model with main effects and two-way 
interaction

(Intercept) -5.13727 (p < 0.001)

Anim[T.no]:Country[T.dualrole] 1.98387 (p = 0.005)

Anim[T.yes]:Country[T.dualrole] -0.23005 (p = 0.773)

Anim[T.no]:Country[T.yes] 4.21973 (p < 0.001)

Anim[T.yes]:Country[T.yes] 2.52447 (p = 0.075)

→ interacting predictors
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Reference level

Anim=irrelevant

(non-subject position)

Country=no
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effect
pro "Meto=no"

Anim=irrelevant

(non-subject position)

Country=yes

Country=no
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Anim=no

(subject position with an 

inanimte predicate)

Country=yes

effect
pro "Meto=yes"

Country=no

effect
pro "Meto=no"

Anim=irrelevant

(non-subject position)

Country=yes

Country=no
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summary statistic 
model with main effects and two-

way interactions

number of observations
7857 (of wich 769 "metonymic 

capital" and 7088 "non-metonymic 
capital")

null deviance 5034.6 (on 7856 df)

residual deviance 1454.4  (on 7827 df) [AIC is 1514.4]

model chi squared 823.69 (on 29 df)
p-value (chi squared) p<0.0001

simple proportion of 
correct predictions in 

original dataset (cut-off 
probability set to 0.5)

0.9735
(baseline 0.9021)

generalized R squared 0.7735
C 

(area under ROC curve)
0.9664
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semantic / encyclopedic factors→ 

Anim: Metonymic capital names are mainly used as the subject with animate 

predicates. (Claim 1) ——confirmed!

Cap_group: The highest frequency of metonymic capital names is in the 

middle of the metaphoric scale, while it drops as we approach the extreme 

ends of the scale. (Claim 2) ——confirmed to some extent, still needs more 

inspection!

Topic: Preference of metonymic usage of capitals varies among different 

topics of articles.

→ Political news has the most frequent metonymic capital names 

than other topics.
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lectal factors→

LangVar: Metonymically used names of capitals are unevenly distributed in 

different language varieties. (Claim 3) ——confirmed!

→ Taiwan Chinese, which is less formal than Mainland Chinese, 

favors the usage of metonymic capital names in news.
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discursive factors→

Juxt_meto: A capital name favors metonymic usage when it juxtaposed with another 

metonymic place name. (Claim 4) ——confirmed!

Title_meto: A capital name favors metonymic usage when it has a metonymic capital 

name in its title. (Claim 4) ——confirmed!

PreMetoNo_cat: A capital name favors metonymic usage when itself has been 

metonymicaly used before in one article. (Claim 4) ——confirmed!

Country: A capital name favors metonymic usage when it is not premodified by its 

country name.

Locus: A capital name favors metonymic usage when it is in the title than it in the main 

text of a article.

→ the persistence of metonymy in discourse (its topic continuity function)
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(1) The choice of metonymic or non-metonymic usage of capital names is the 

result of an interplay of a number of semantic / encyclopedic, lectal and 

discursive factors.

(2) Even for a semantic / cognitive phenomenon like metonymy, it is subject to 

social (lectal) variation.

→  the rapprochement between Cognitive Linguistics and the tradition of 

sociovariationist research of language usage
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Further research:

→ quality newspapers vs. popular newspapers

→ metonymic targets

e.g. "Beijing" 

→ from a semasiological towards an onomasiological perspective 

the choice of expressing one concept by a metonymic capital name or a literal 

phrase

e.g. 

There was no immediate official response to the document from the Chinese 

government.

There was no immediate official response to the document from Beijing.
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